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The recent 2011 Global Pricing Study conducted by Simon-Kucher & Partners reveals 
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target price increases. On the other hand, the study points to competing companies 
who are selling similar products and facing the same market forces, but are realizing as 
much as double their target price increases. The difference? Pricing power. Harald L. 
Schedl is a Partner, Dr. Peter Colman is a Senior Director, and David Reid is a Consul-
tant at Simon-Kucher & Partners. They can all be reached via www.simon-kucher.com.

Figure 1

Price Execution – How to Get Pricing Power 

A startling statistic has been revealed by the results the 
recent SKP 2011 Global Pricing Study, which draws on 
the insights of almost 4000 executive level managers. 
The study shows that only one third of industrial firms 

are able to capture more than 75% of a target price rise, with the 
average industrial firm capturing just 59% of their target. Perhaps 
even more surprising is that firms selling similar products can 
achieve significantly different results, with certain firms realiz-
ing twice as much of their target price rise in comparison with 
their direct competitors. These firms are facing the same market 
dynamics. The difference between these firms is to a large degree 
the pricing power in their sales organization.

More and more companies realize that price is their most effec-
tive profit lever. Achieving just a 1% increase in realized price for 
the average industrial firm equates to increasing profits between 
5%-10%. In Industrials, with large, dispersed sales forces and 
where the majority of transactions are negotiated, the price level 
(target) is almost irrelevant without professional price execution. 
All too often, execution is the forgotten side of pricing. 

Senior managers need to actively steer the actions of their sales 
organization and arm their sales force with pricing power to ex-
tract the value they deserve from the market. Particularly in to-
day’s inflationary environment where large price rises are required, 

achieving excellence in price execution is critical for protecting 
the profitability of companies.

The Price Execution Framework 
Pricing is a process, starting with Pricing Strategy (“setting the 
right direction”) through Price Setting (“setting the right price”) 
to Price Execution (“getting and keeping the right price”). To 
put it simply, Price Execution consists of minimizing the gap 
between the target price and the realized pocket price achieved 
by the sales force. The approach to achieving excellence in Price 
Execution requires mastery of three disciplines, which are rep-
resented in figure 1.

Discipline 1: Provide Guidance
To minimize the price gap, it is imperative that senior manage-
ment design processes, pricing policies and escalation schemes 
to guide and steer the behavior of their sales force in the market 
on a day to day basis. 

Project Insights : where companies struggle
Few companies have their reporting configured in a way that 
generates transparency on true realized pocket prices.
Members of the sales team exploit this lack of transparency 
leading to margin leakage.
There is insufficient guidance on the way that sales teams 

should treat different cus-
tomers based on their size 
or behavior.

The importance of an 
escalation scheme is often 
overlooked and companies 
fall in to the ‘5%’ discount 
increment trap.

To steer the behavior of 
your sales force it is neces-
sary to monitor the true 
pocket prices achieved by 
your sales team in the mar-
ket. This requires creating 
internal transparency. 
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Figure 2

into Your Sales Force

There are traditionally two main areas that require focus to create 
this transparency: ‘de-averaging’ and ‘pocket price calculation’. 
The first, ‘de-averaging’, is relatively simple but often overlooked. 
For time constrained managers, monitoring monthly averages in 
a spreadsheet is typical for Key Performance Indicators but this 
tells the manager nothing about the variance (or spread) of that 
indicator. Representing the data in a visual way, for example 
through a scatter diagram, will help identify interesting cases for 
further investigation and give more insight into actual behaviors.

The second area, ‘pocket price calculation’, can be more diffi-
cult to achieve but is worth the effort. In B2B, the realized price 
is often blurred by rebate agreements and discounts-in-kind. 
Unsurprisingly, these are aspects that usually lie outside of the 
physical invoice. 

Calculating a projected rebate back to a transactional level is a 
challenging task, especially if complex performance oriented and 
tiered schemes are in place. A pragmatic and an achievable first 
step can be to use the accrued percentage figure as an estimate, 
allocated to the invoiced (net) prices.

After any rebates have been accounted for, ‘discounts-in-kind’, or 
non-price related concessions, need to be allocated. The require-
ment for this can be clearly understood by considering two hy-
pothetical sales people who achieve the same net price. However, 
one always throws in additional services such as free delivery, free 
after-sales service or installation support. Naturally, there is a sig-
nificant difference between their true pocket prices. 

Concessions are an ever-present part of the majority of negotia-
tions, but are rarely made in a structured manner. Part of this 
problem needs to be addressed 
via a specific training of the 
sales force. However, training 
alone is not usually sufficient, 
and should be complemented 
by policies which are aimed 
to steer and guide the sales 
teams.

In most negotiations, a vari-
ety of factors are in play. In 
a recent workshop a list was 
generated of over 30 different 
concessions that may be asked 
of the company’s sales team 
during a negotiation.

With this many ‘balls in play’ 
and with sales teams often 
dealing with customers rang-
ing from Small-to-Medium 

Enterprises right through to large multi-nationals, a customer 
segmentation approach needs to implemented with specific pric-
ing policies for each of these customer segments. For example, 
it could be feasible to provide post deal product training free of 
charge for a large order from key account; however it is probably 
not judicious to do this for a small order from a smaller customer. 

This, of course, may seem like common sense. But project ex-
perience has shown that these smaller customers constitute an 
unexpectedly high proportion of the companies benefiting from 
concessions such as ‘product training’, ‘free delivery’ or in some 
cases even achieving the highest discount! This is pure margin 
leakage and policies must be in place to prevent this scenario. 

Firms often overlook the importance of psychology when design-
ing their discount escalation policy. An escalation scheme must 
be designed to counter the ‘5%’ increment trap requiring man-
ager authorization below rather than above the 5% increments 
(e.g. at 24% rather than 25%) and displaying the impact of a 5% 
price reduction on the profitability of the deal is usually the first 
step to prevent this. As one business recently said, “When I am 
asked to approve a 3.8% discount I will know that the message 
has hit home!” Discounts are flexible and are not obliged to be 
given in 5%’s. 

Once the transparency has been created and the pricing policy 
rules defined, a monitoring process must be set up to track the 
adherence to these. Without this monitoring in place, ‘exception 
creep’ can occur where sensible rules have been insufficiently en-
forced until the “exception has become the rule.” The level of ad-
herence to these rules can be included in the sales teams’ targets. 
With the natural competitive spirit that is present in sales teams, 
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an improvement in the ‘measured and internally communicated 
metric’ can sometimes be almost as strong as the improvement in 
the ‘financially incentivized’ metric! Use this natural competitive 
spirit to your advantage.

Discipline 2: Assure Competence
Creating pricing rules and processes is valuable in limiting harm-
ful conscious or subconscious behaviors by the sales force. How-
ever, even with these in place, a wide variance of pricing ability 
will usually still be observed “in the field.” This variance, caused 
by the inherent value selling abilities of the individual sales per-
son, is too often left to chance. It surprisingly common to find 
sales teams who have never had any value selling training. That 
is not to say they haven’t had training at all, but this has usually 
been product/technical in nature rather than commercial. 

Project Insights: where companies struggle
Most commercial employees do not appreciate the full impact 
of a decrease in price on the overall profitability of a deal.
Few sales employees have had industry-specific negotiation 
training and make common negotiation mistakes.
Industrial organizations have a limited understanding of pro-
fessional procurement divisions, the procurement scorecards 
they are being judged against and the techniques that are be-
ing used on them.
Senior management ‘assume competence’ across their sales 
force when, in reality, it is usually held by a few high per-
formers.

For example, recent interviews of a test company revealed that 
entire sales teams, many of whom were responsible for negotiat-
ing seven figure deals, had never received any training in value 
selling. At another company, randomly surveying a sample of 
their sales force found a worrying number of individuals mak-
ing errors when asked to calculate basic discounts and margins. 
Even in cases where commercial training is in place, these often 
fail to cover the fundamentals of pricing and are at such a ge-
neric level that the teams have not been able to apply the lessons 
back in their day job.

To solve this issue, use an approach of “learn 
from the best, apply to the rest.” This approach 
identifies the leading profit performers within 
the sales team for interviewing and workshops. 
Their techniques and behaviors, coupled with 
pricing best practices identified during similar 
exercises at other leading industrial companies 
are used to create training modules. The result 
is a bespoke, company-specific value selling 
training course, comprising theory, practical 
application, knowledge sharing and interactive 
exercises. The profit performers take on the role 
of championing the course, which helps over-
come resistance to change, as the course is rolled 
out through the organization.

As an example, the following training course 
was designed to ensure the answer was ‘yes’ to 
the following questions: 

Does your sales team understand exactly what 

impact a price reduction or non-price concession has on the overall 
profitability of the deal?

Is your sales team aware of the competitors you are facing in each 
geographic / product sector? What are their competitor selling stories?

Does your sales team understand which factors drive your customers 
purchase decisions and how these factors vary by customer segment?

Does your sales team understand what your true U.S.Ps are per cus-
tomer segment? 

Does your sales team base their value argumentation around your cus-
tomer segment U.S.Ps? Do they quantify the value in financial terms?

Does your sales team understand your competitive positioning across 
your product portfolio?

Does your sales team adequately prepare for negotiations and tailor 
their approach to the person/team in front of them?

Does your sales team know when common techniques are being used 
on them and how to counteract them thus? 

Discipline 3: Reward Performance
As discussed, it is the role of senior management to set up poli-
cies to steer the behavior of the sales team and ensure they have 
the value selling competencies to achieve the best possible price. 
However, it must also be in the interest of the sales force to achieve 
the best price. Even with all of the policies and training in place, 
a poorly designed incentive scheme can have a detrimental effect 
on your company’s profitability.

Project Insights: where companies struggle
Companies frequently fail to align the strategic objectives of 
executive team with those of the sales force.
Incentives are often too insignificant or complex to actually 
steer sales force behavior.
Sales employees will trade away aspects not included in their 

incentive scheme with little to no regard for 
their actual value.

Sales incentive schemes have clear advan-
tages over paying sales teams fixed salaries:

Sales employees are more easily steered: 
individual and company goals can be aligned 
and the employees behavior guided efficiently

Positive impact on sales employees’ 
motivation: incentives increase sales motivation 
and performance

Increased flexibility of personnel costs: 
in good times the incentives can be paid, in bad 
times the personnel pressure decreases. 

The goals of the incentive scheme should 
align themselves with the company’s overall 
strategy. Companies often get this wrong. In 
the recent global industrials pricing study, two 
thirds of executive managers claimed that their 
pricing strategy was margin driven; however, 
only 15% of sales people surveyed in a 2010 

Figure 3
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report responded that margin was the most important contrib-
uting factor in their incentive scheme. 

The first step to design (or re-design) a sales incentive scheme is 
to decide on the objectives. 

The most common objectives are: 
Volume oriented objectives such as sales volume, sales volume 
growth, revenue growth, or market share growth;
Profitability oriented objectives such as contribution margin, 
EBITDA or price performance; and,
Customer oriented objectives such as, penetration of a specific 
customer segment.

In practice, incentive schemes reward a variety of performance 
criteria. More and more companies are creating multidimensional 
incentive systems. Sales revenue is still by far the dominating 
reference figure for reward systems; however the consideration 
of price/margin performance is gaining in importance and this 
is highly recommended.

Incentives must be significant to actually steer and change the 
sales force behavior. It must be worthwhile for the sales person to 
fight for better prices on an individual deal. As a basic principle 
when implementing a sales incentive scheme, it can be shown 
that the variable component should be significant with a mini-
mum expectation of around 20%. The sales incentive scheme can 
be capped at some stage, but this should be significantly higher 
than could realistically be expected. Additionally, a minimum 
level below which no bonus is paid if the minimum performance 
is not achieved must also be in place. 

Another important element to consider is the frequency of the 
variable payments. Certain companies have in the past extolled 
the virtues of quarterly payments. Although it can be shown that 
prompt payments increase the adherence to the objectives, this 
can also involve a significant amount of overhead to manage. 
Annual payments provide limited financial risk for the company, 
and they limit the risk of short term oriented behavior. For these 
reasons, annual variable payments are usually recommended, with 

quarterly/half-yearly evaluations of performance. 

A final aspect to consider when implementing and especially 
when modifying sales incentive schemes is the internal com-
munication. When modifying the incentive system, it is a good 
idea to run the previous year’s financial data through the new 
incentive scheme to ensure what is suggested is indeed sensible 
and also to show the sales force examples of the effect of these 
changes on their income.

As a final note, be careful what you leave out of your incentive 
scheme. If you choose to incentivize on invoiced revenue, do not 
be surprised if you see the quantity of your off-invoice conces-
sions to rise rapidly! 

Key Lessons
Steps required to achieve price execution excellence

Attain transparency on pocket prices at a transactional level.
Develop pricing processes and customer specific pricing poli-
cies to steer your sales team’s behavior.
Design your escalation scheme so that you don’t fall in to the 
5% discount trap.
Learn from your best sales people, capture their techniques 
and roll out across your sales team.
Align your sales incentive scheme with corporate goals, mea-
sure and then reward desirable behavior.

Concluding Remarks…
Price is the most effective profit lever. The global pricing study 
demonstrates that companies with high pricing power achieve 
higher profits and outperform their competitors. Companies with 
low pricing power annually forgo 30% of their profits. 

Poor pricing performance is not a question of fate. So do not 
simply blame competitors and customers. Competing compa-
nies selling ‘commoditized’ products have vastly different levels 
of pricing power.

Achieving excellence in pricing execution is not a quick fix. It is 
a journey. Aim for continuous improvement. 




